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The Webport.cloud website was based on an outdated and insecure version of Wordpress. it also featured 

many plugins that, in addition to having update and security problems, significantly slowed down the loading 

of pages.  

The site was not https, a protocol for internet communication that protects the integrity and confidentiality 

of the data exchanged between computers and sites. 

There was no file and database backup system. 

 

It was therefore decided to migrate the website to the latest available version of Webport, 5.7 

Numerous plugins on the old website have been eliminated. The function is now implemented without the 

use of special extensions, with the advantage of greater speed and security of the site that will not require 

further updates in the future. 

The WPML plugin used for language management has been updated to the latest version. 

A manual site backup system has been implemented, in addition to the one provided by the hosting. 

User tracking has been implemented for Google Analytics. 

 

In the section relating to the communities participating in Webport, the page relating to the Herceg Novi 

community has been created with information and images provided by the partners. 
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The information of the Albanian community of Himara was updated always with the contribution of the 

partners. 

 

 

 

Also the sections of the Blog relating to the two communities have been updated or created and have been 

enriched by the information provided by the Albanian and Montenegrin partners 
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All the contents on the old site have been migrated to the new one: specifically, they have been migrated: 

- 620 items 

- 42 pages 

- 196 videos 
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Materials From Albanian Partners to update the Web Port platforme 

 

  

Community representative photo 

 

1. Introduction   

Himara is identified by the name Chimera, of coastal towns and later registered as Chimaeras by Procopius 
who records the settlement as refortified by Justinian, the well-known King of Byzant Empire. Later on, this 
region has given its name to the coastal provincial community. The last administrative division has 
expanded the Municipality of Himara, including in its administration many residential centers. In terms of 
historical and cultural heritage, the Municipality of Himara is distinguished for its residential intensity, 
which is well distinguished in its archaeological map from the prehistoric period (numerous fortified 
settlements), in the ancient one where the cities of Himara and Borsh developed and during the middle 
Ages where the role again of these two centers remained central. From antiquity, this territory inhabited 
from the earliest times by the tribes of the Kaons was named Kaoni, while today it is called the Coast. From 
the studies and archeological excavations of the settlements of western Kaonia (Himara, Karosi, Badhra, 
Gjashnjari, etc.), the data so far speak of the fortification of these settlements in the Late Bronze and Early 
Iron Age. Among the prehistoric settlements of western Kaonia in the Early Iron Age, a further economic 
and social differentiation seems to have taken place, the result of which was the separation of one of them 
in the role of the center, which was later transformed into proto-urban and urban centers fortification was 
found in Himara Castle. 

The natural borders of the Himara are the mountain range of Ҫika and Llogara from the north, the Ionian 
Sea from the west, and the Cape of Qefal in the south. 
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The Mediterranean climate prevails throughout Himara. The geographical position has forced the 
inhabitants of the province to be economically connected not only with the land but also with the sea - with 
the sea not so much with fishing as with sailing.  

The community of the area is very hospitable and loving, above all they have very tasty traditional dishes 
and are famous for beekeeping. The stunning view to be offered by this village, the natural environment 
and cultural heritage make it very promising to enrich the tourist offers.  

 

Enjoying Himara not only by swimming into crystal sea, 9 months sunshine and beauty of virgin coastline 
but also:  

 

I. Discovering Himara history, through: 

i. Visiting protected cultural sites 

ii. Participating in religious rituals 

iii. Accommodation in characteristic houses 

 

II. Enjoying the beauty of nature of Himara, through: 

i. Walking and traveling through the old villages 

ii. Visits to panoramic places along the sea 

iii. Visiting natural monuments 

iv. Enjoying underwater/diving, sports/leisure& amateur fishing  

 

III. Discovering immaterial heritage and living style of Himara, through: 

i. Viewing agro-food processing in the traditional way of fruits, olives & grapes 

ii. Beekeeping tradition and processing of medical plants 

iii. Enjoying traditional food and homemade products 

iv. Viewing handmade clothes and other handicrafts 
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2. Villages of Himara  

 

 

 

 

Old Himara  

Old Himara and the Castle, otherwise known as Barbakas, are in themselves important monument which 
testifies to the human presence in the Himara region of 3500 years. It has existed since the middle of the 
century. of IV BC. Himara, is included in the Epirot tribe of the Caons and is mentioned in some ancient 
writings of Homer, the Greek geographer Strabo, Pliny, the English scholar N. Hammond, etc. Historical 
facts show that Himara is often referred to by the name or toponym Chimera, which represented a 
mythological being. 

In the whole area of Himara, you find worked and carved stones. The stones are carved in the form of 
animals and plants for religious and superstitious effects. The crowns of the entrances and gates are 
dcorated with various motifs, as are the corners of the windows and houses. The architectural area of 
Himara Castle has been declared a cultural monument. Anyone who wants to knows Himara should 
definitely visit the castle and the old village. 
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Village of Dhërmi  

The picturesque village of Dhërmi is located on the slope of the mountain, among the oldest villages in the 
area, with characteristic stone constructions. Historical data suggest that this village on the Albanian coast 
has been inhabited since ancient times. The village is a historical center and protected area, it consists of 
three large neighborhoods.  

The typical houses of Dhërmi, made of stone, with regular volumes and shapes, tiled roofs, frames with 
hewn stones and wooden windows, are a worthy representation of the traditional architecture of the 
entire Himara region. An interesting detail, which is noticed even today, is that the houses do not occupied 
the light of each other, from each of them you see unique views.  

Dhërmiu is characterized especially by the high number of cults of the Orthodox faith, over 30 cult objects, 
categorizing it as the village with more cult objects. 

 

Village of Vuno  
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Vuno is one of those villages that contributes greatly to the surrounding area with its history, protagonism 
in the great events of the nation, as well as its impact on the national culture. The village is located on the 
shoulders of Mjegullosh Mountain. Characteristic are the stone houses built compacted with each other on 
the side of the mountain, traditional stone buildings which appear mostly as residential complexes. The 
cobbled streets, the rugged terrain and the stairs stand out as soon as you start walking around the 
picturesque village, often even winding under the arches on which the houses stand. 

Throughout the village can be seen the homes of many patriotic and education-loving figures. Every house 
or residential complex has a remarkable history and figure. Vuno's history is enriched by a long list of 
national heroes, whose names are located above the obelisk in the center of the village, known as Heroes' 
Square. 

 

Village of Pilur  

The village of Pilur, located at an altitude of 700 meters above sea level, is also known as the "Balcony of 
the Coast" due to the breathtaking view of the coast. In the center of the village is the "St. Kolli Forest", 
according to the church located nearby. The oaks bio-monument has scientific values for biology, but also 
aesthetic, environmental, educational, and religious values. 

In the center of this small village is a plane tree, under the shade of which men and women were said to sit 
to sing traditional "labe" songs of Kaonic origin, and where the whole village usually gathered for assembly. 
Residents have always taken care of the longevity of the tree because it cannot grow on its own in height. 
The dedication of the natives can also be seen in the enthusiastic preservation of their traditional homes. 
The houses are located around the center, near which is the forest placed as a crown. 

 

3. Culinary tradition of Himara 
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The culinary tradition of Himara is conditioned by the geographical position sea-hill-mountain and includes 
a variety of local dishes derived from the riches of land and sea. Residents have focused their cuisine on 
meat and dairy by-products, fish, olives, citrus fruits, and local specialties such as honey, glucose, etc. If you 
go to visit Himara families you will find on the table lamb meat; pies; honey; typical dishes such as 
Ksirogjak, Përvëlak, Çepele, Faqefurash,etc. Surely you can't stay without enjoying drinks like brandy, wine, 
liker or fresh juices. 

 

 

The province of Himara is known for its artisanal crafts in the processing of local products and their 
conservation. The preservation of culinary traditions can be observed in the form of modernization of 
production methods. The riches and resources of the area have fostered the creation of authentic 
traditions of daily life, in addition to adding natural beauties. 
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4. Iso-polyphony of Himara 

The Albanian folk iso-polyphony declared "Masterpiece of the Oral Heritage of Humanity" by UNESCO on 
November 25, 2005 is a pride of Himara and Albanian Culture. The song of the soul, transmitted by the 
inhabitants since the time of war, in daily life, in family, cultural and artistic events. This great spiritual 
wealth of Himarjote is initially portrayed with Neço Muka and Koço Çakali. In 1929, the first records were 
recorded in Paris, combining the sounds of Neço Muka's polyphony and the classical music of Tefta Tashko. 

The history of polyphonic song would be enriched with the creation of the new group in 1949-1950 with 
receiver Dhimitër Varfin. Other names like Andrea Bala, Panajot Kukaveshi, Lefter Çipa, etc. Everyone has 
created a love for Himara songs. These events are followed by the voices of old polyphonic music and the 
voices of the new generation. 
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5. Fishing tradition 
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Evidence indicates that in antiquity Porto Palermo was the abode of merchant and fishing vessels. The 
fishing activity to meet the demands of businesses and residents of Himara and beyond is carried out 
mainly by the fishing fleet. 

The fishermen of Himara have a long experience on their shoulders and have served the tourism of Himara 
for many years. Fishermen, mostly those in their late 70s, confess that they experienced different situations 
under the regimes of the time. Recalling with nostalgia the limitations conditioned by the communist 
regime until the period of the rapid development of Himara in Democracy. The variety of fish species in the 
Himara area is relevant. Nowadays fishing has become a tourist attraction through trawlers as well as the 
consumption of seafood. But there are also those who practice fishing as a sport or spend their free time 
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6. The castle of Ali Pasha 

 

 

The castle of Ali Pasha Tepelena is located on the peninsula of Porto Palermo. It has a triangular shape and 
is located in a geographical position that helped to protect it. On the seaside, we find a trapezoidal surface 
that is surrounded by walls equipped with turrets. The rest consists of a large number of rooms covered 
with arches. The current castle was rebuilt in 1819 with an area of 4-5 hectares, with three entrances and 
three towers. 
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The castle is much older than Ali Pasha, he has restored it as a gift to one of his wives, Vasiliqia. The source 
of light in the castle are the "bedenat", from where the fresh sea air enters and the view that appears from 
them is rare. From there you can see the coast and the Bay of Brides, according to legends, where Ali 
Pasha's bride, Vasiliqia, bathed. In this castle, Ali Pasha Tepelena also received George Byron. His figure and 
verses are found today carved in a bronze bas-relief, on the castle walls. 
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Web Port Platform evidence 

http://www.webport.cloud/communities/italy-community/?lang=en  
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Materials From Montenegrin Partners to update the Web Port platforme 
 

 
 

Community representative photo 
 

 
1. Introduction 
 

Although Herceg Novi is the youngest town in Montenegro, due to its location and lush greenery, it attracts 

special attention. It lies on the slopes of mount Orjen, the tallest of the Dinaric massifs, while at the same time 

it faces one of the most beautiful bays in the world-Boka Kotorska. 

 

They call it the „green city“, the „sun city“ and the „city of artists“ with very good reason. Due to its southern 
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exposure, sea front position and, at the foot of a mountain location, Herceg Novi has been blessed with an 

unusual micro climate. It has on average more than 200 sunny days a year and 10.7 sunny hours per day in 

July and August. The average annual temperature of the air is 16.2 ° C, the same as the Mediterranean cities 

of Naples and Lisabon. The temperature doesn't fluctuate very much; it has a daily variation of no more than 

4 ° C. 

 

The sea water in the bay is maximum 61 meters deep and has an average dept of 27,8 meters. The annual 

rainfall is 1.930 mm/m², with up to 80% moisture in the air in Autumn and about 63% in Summer. The average 

air temperature from May to September is above 25° C, with the water temperature being 22-26° C.These 

factors contribute to swimming in the sea being possible for more than 5 months a year. 

 

There are number of wind factors characteristic for the area: Maestral (blows in summer from the west), Bura 

(blows in winter from the north), Šilok (southern-all year round) and Jugo (southern, in winter). 

 

Herceg Novi is an administrative, cultural and business centre of the Municipality, which covers 235 km² and 

has a population of 31.000 inhabitants. The geographical coordinates of the town are 42“27 nort geographical 

width and 18“33 east geographical length 

 

I. Discovering Herceg Novi History history, through: 

i. Visiting  cultural sites 

ii. Visiting art galleries and museums 

iii. Fortress climbing and sightseeing 
 

 
II. Enjoying the beauty of the life in Herceg Novi, through: 

i. Festive Traditions 

ii. Visits  to thematic festival 
 

 
III. Discovering immaterial heritage and living style of Herceg Novi , through: 

i. Meeting rich artistic and bohemian past of Herceg Novi  

ii. Getting to know numerous stories of life and light motives of the internationally recognized artists that 
decided to settle and create  in Herceg Novi 
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2. Mimosa Festival in Herceg Novi  
 
 

 
Mimosa flower which blossoms and defies winter, transforming the whole coast of Herceg Novi into a 
splendid garden, is a symbol of the festival and winter tourism of Boka Bay and Montenegrin coastline. 
Mimosa festival is organized every year in February.  
It was established in 1969 by Tourism Alliance of Boka Bay and the Herceg Novi Municipality. Jovanka 
Broz, the first lady of Yugoslavia, opened the festival in 1975. 
 The Festival comprises a wide array of programmes with the most attractive ones being: carnival 
parades, costume parties for children and adults, Mimosa, Fish and Wine Festivities, which gathers 
around 20 000 guests each year, the International Flower Exhibition and promenade concerts of brass 
orchestras and majorettes. This promenade so far has crossed 80000 kilometars.  
 Exhibitions, concerts, literary and stage programs in local productions and guest performances by well-
known artists from the region, in addition to presentation of cultures and gastro traditions of countries 
and towns – friends of Herceg Novi, all render the festival programme exceptionally comprehensive.  
There are many sports competitions and adventure challenges in nature during Mimosa Festival, all owing 
to the very favourable climate conditions in Herceg Novi. 
Mimosa Festival has grown into a complex tourism and cultural event with a multitude of visitors from 
the whole region. The executive producer and organizer of the Mimosa Festival is PCI Herceg Fest. 
The most famous event is Mimosa, fish and wine festival and it  is held along the villages of Kumbor, 
Đenovići and Baošići every first Saturday in February with majorettes and city music. 
For a half a century, this festival has become the pride of locals who with it wish welcome to spring and 
people of good will, who will find a warm welcome in Herceg Novi all year round. The very famous art 
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event following the Festival of Mimosa is Herceg Novi Winter Art Saloon  since 1968. 
Mimosa Festival is a traditional tourism-promoting ceremony honouring mimosa flower, one of the most 
significant and long-standing festivals in Balkan region.  
 
 
3. Fortresses of Herceg Novi  
 

 
 
Massive silent, but vivid witnesses of rich history and culture and significant geo- strategic position of 
Herceg Novi are its fortresses that were build during the centuries or the development of this town.  If 
the visitor wants to know more about the past of  Herceg Novi then he or she should meet its fortresses. 
Each fortress in Herceg Novi symbolizes an era of foreign rulers of the city in different historic period. 
Spagnola is Spanish fortress, Kanli Kula was made by Turks, Forte Mare dating from Middle Ages was 
reconstucted by Turks and  Venetians…   
 
Spagnola – Spanish Fortress is located on one of the high hills in Herceg Novi, at 170 meters above sea 
level. The hill on the top of which the fortress was built is called Bajer. 
 
The fortress is located in the northeastern  part of the Old Town of Herceg Novi, near the main highway 
along the coast and which connects many cities in Greece, Albania, Montenegro, Bosnia and Croatia.  
 
Outside the bastion looks very impressive and although there is almost nothing left inside the fortress, 
it is definitely worth a visit. In addition to the amazing view of the surroundings, the fortress can offer a 
kind of journey into the past. Here you can still see ancient barracks, shooting ranges and various 
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auxiliary facilities, touch the mighty walls and military installations that are currently in the power of 
nature (ivy, grass and trees) and disappear before our eyes, but nevertheless retain the rebellious spirit 
of old times. 
 
The owners of the city  in just one year (1538-1539) managed to found this fortress (1538) and began to 
build, and the final and inaccessible form was created by the Ottoman Empire. 
 
Forte Mare  – The Sea fortress is located on the rocks in the southern part of the old town of Herceg 
Novi near the main city port of Herceg Novi, along the coast of the Bay of Kotor. Legend says  that the 
first stone was laid here in the late 14th century by the Bosnian king Tvrtko to protect the city from the 
attacks from the sea. 
 
The monument to the king is located on the promenade opposite the fortress. The fortress has been 
renovated many times and is very different from its original appearance. Until the 18th century, the 
fortress was called a Jaka kula or ,, Kula Abaspaše”. In 1833, the fortress was reconstructed and it still 
looks like that today with many secret passages and steps.  
 
In 1952 a theater and an entrance for tourists were built on the territory of the fortress. Later, concerts 
of various stars began to be held. Now, fortress is a famous tourist attraction. From the upper floor there 
is a beautiful panoramic view of the city and the Adriatic Sea.  
 
The Sea fortress is a symbol of the city of Herceg Novi and a historical landmark of Montenegro.  
 
Kanli kula fortress is a fortress from the Turkish period. Today, it has been turned into an open stage 
and tourist attraction . Especially interesting is the cistern that has been turned into a prison cell with 
numerous drawings on the walls. 
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4. Herceg Novi Comic-book Festival 
 

 
 

 

 
Herceg Novi Comic book Festival (Hercegnovski strip festival – HSF) is the only comic convention in Montenegro. 
Nikola Curcin, a local painter, comic book artist and musician founded this event in 2007 with an idea to promote 
and educate the public about the „ninth art.“ The festival has grown each year and it has established itself as the 
prime destination for the world’s best comic book artists and a must-attend festivity for the comic book fans all 
across the Balkan region.  
HSF is a six-day event that always starts on the first Friday in September. It is an event comprised of art exhibits, 
live drawing and signing sessions, presentations, promotions, comic book sales, and live music concerts each 
evening. All the festival programs happen on a different location throughout the Herceg Novi Old Town, and are 
free of charge for the public! 
HSF team also organizes an event called Herceg Novi Comic book Weekend. Somewhat smaller in scope, this event 
focuses on a single subject or a star artist. It is a winter event that was founded in 2016, with similar programs as 
the original festival and is hugely gaining in popularity. 
HSF is known for its incredible fun and huge music concerts that complement the comic books program. The nights 
and parties at HSF are unforgettable. Some of the biggest regional music stars have performed at this festival, 
along with the young and upcoming bands. Our guests also enjoy a variety of side activities such as sailing, scuba 
diving, jet skiing, salsa dancing, sight seeing, etc.  
Herceg Novi Comic book Festival had a great pleasure of hosting some of the world’s absolute top artists working 
for the biggest publishing houses such as Marvel, DC Comics, Image and Dark Horse as well as the biggest European 
stars working for French editors Les Humanoides Associes, Dargaud, Soleil, Glenat, Lombard and the Italian 
powerhouse Sergio Bonelli Editore. 
The list of world known artists that have already been special guests of HSF includes Eisner Award winner Glenn 
Fabry and the greats Enrique Breccia, Esad Ribic, RM Guera, Mike Collins, Igor Kordej, Zoran Janjetov, Javi 
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Fernandez, Rufus Dayglo, Fernando Dagnino, Andrea Di Vito, Mirko Čolak, Toni Fejzula, Boo Cook, Simon Davis, 
Goran Sudžuka, Darko Macan, Werther Dell’Edera, etc.  
Special list is reserved for the Italian comic book stars as their comic books are the most popular ones in 
Montenegro, and the HSF has gained quite a reputation in Italy. Some of the notables are Mario Alberti, Walter 
Venturi, Giorgio Pontrelli, Davide De Cubellis, Fabio Celoni, Pasquale Del Vecchio, Walter Trono, Joevito Nuccio, 
Paolo Mottura, Enea Riboldi, Maurizio Di Vincenzo, etc. 
One name stands out a little bit above the others – William Simpson, a two-time Emmy Award winner for his work 
on the TV show „Game of Thrones“. Will has become a regular guest of all editions of HSF and has been named 
the official HSF Ambassador in the world. If you plan to visit HSF, you should be absolutely certain that you will 
meet Will and get a sketch from him. 
Herceg Novi Comic book festival is an unforgettable experience for any comic book and visual arts fan. Visitors can 
come and meet their heroes up close and personal and share a talk or a beer with them. From the mornings to 
late late nights, for six straight days, the whole town enters a magical world of great stories, amazing characters, 
incredible talent and loads of positivity. Complemented with beautiful weather, sea and the sand, this is a Festival 
you do not want to miss, ever. 
 

 
5. The School of Fine Arts Cetinje-Herceg Novi  
 

 
 
 
The School of Fine Arts was founded in Cetinje in 1946 and even with the rank of high school it significantly 
influenced the development of fine arts in Montenegro. 
Milo Milunović was a professor, and the director of the school was Petar Lubarda. Because of that function, Lubarda 
left the Academy of Fine Arts in Belgrade, where he was a professor, and he was already a famous painter in Europe, 
and returned to Montenegro. These famous Montenegrin artists, with the support of Cetinje artists and important 
personalities of Montenegro, managed to educate talented staff who rose to independent artists – creators. Due 
to the lack of space, the school worked within the elementary school “Njegos” in Cetinje, where the studios of Petar 
Lubarda and Milo Milunovic were also located. The school had 4 classrooms for 40 students and operated for two 
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years. 
Since 1948, the School of Fine Arts has been moved to Herceg Novi, a city that provided ideal conditions for the 
painting ambitions of future artists. Its new director was Miloš Vušković, a painter and cartoonist, who reorganized 
the work in the school and boarding school. Professors Veliša Leković, Luka Berberović, Luka Tomanović, Boris 
Verigo, Darko Đurišić, Vojo Stanić were the artists who replaced Lubarda and Milunović. 
By a decree of the Government of the People’s Republic of Montenegro from 1952, the institution changed its name 
to the School of Applied Arts. Luka Tomanović was director. Another change of name followed in 1957 when the 
Executive Council of SR Montenegro passed the Decree on the organization and work of the School of Arts and 
Crafts. It worked under this name until 1963, when the Decree of the Executive Council of the SRCG began to be 
gradually abolished. This meant that enrollment in the school was no more, and the students who were enrolled 
continued their education until 1966/1967, when the school stops working. The last director of the School of Arts 
and Crafts was Srđan Kovačević. 
The big names of her students, such as Berkuljan, Filipović, Tošković, Dado, Tatar, Jovićević and other students left 
a lasting mark on the Montenegrin art scene, as well as Živko Nikolić, who brought a recognizable spirit and humor 
in dramaturgy from the Art School. 
17 generations passed through the School with 459 enrolled and 324 graduates. 
The art school ceased operations in 1967. Although 50 years have passed since then, its influence is very significant 
even today, especially in Cetinje and Herceg Novi. Some of its principals, professors and students have become big 
names in the fine arts of Montenegro, the former Yugoslavia, and even Europe. 
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Web Port Platform evidence 
 

http://www.webport.cloud/category/montenegro-en/?lang=en 
 
   

http://www.webport.cloud/category/montenegro-en/?lang=en
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Stakeholder Database of Co.Co.Tour Project in Albania 

The project is co-financed by the European Union under the Instrument for Pre –Accession Assistance (IPA III), Interreg IPA Cross Border Cooperation Italy – Albania – Montenegro. 

 

 

 
Co.Co.Tour Project / Database / List of stakeholders Montenegro       

# Full name of 
contact 
person 

Name of Institution 
/ Organisation  

Sector Location Contact E-mail Telephone Method in which the contact 
was reached? 

Comments 

1 Office Montenegro travel 
service 

SMEs Herceg Novi info@montenegrotravelservice.com  382 67 211 712 Mapping  Travel Agency 

2 Office Gorbis travel SMEs Herce Novi office.hn@gorbis.com  382 31 324 423 Mapping  Travel Agency 

3 Olja 
Krivokapić 

Trend Travel 
Montenegro 

SMEs Herceg Novi trendtravel@t-com.me 382 31 321 244 
382 31 321 639 

Interested groups/Networking Travel Agency 

4 Office Labosta SMEs Herceg Novi labosta.travel@gmail.com 382 31 322 923 
(+382) 69 777 
575 

Mapping  Travel Agency 

5 Office Rivijera SMEs Herceg Novi dpb@t-com.me 382 31 322 242 
382 67 600 413  

Mapping  Travel Agency 

6 Office Black Mountain SMEs Herceg Novi 
 

382 31 321 655  Mapping  Travel Agency 

7 Office Blue Travel SMEs Herceg Novi blue-travel@t-com.me 382 31 322585 Mapping  Travel Agency 

8 Office Sveti Nikola SMEs Herceg Novi svetinikola@t-com.me 382 69479191 Mapping  Travel Agency 

9 Office Saragosa SMEs Herceg Novi saragosa@t-com.me 382 31 321 195 Mapping  Travel Agency 

10 Office Info Montenegro SMEs Herceg Novi info@montenegroholiday.com  382 69 479 191 Mapping  Travel Agency 

11 Office Globus SMEs Herceg Novi globus@t-com.me 382 31 321 195  Mapping  Travel Agency 

12 Office Euroline SMEs Herceg Novi euroline@t-com.me 382 31 331 965 Mapping  Travel Agency 

13 Office In Travel SMEs Herceg Novi info@inmontenegro.com  382 31 335 184 Mapping  Travel Agency 

14 Office Boni SMEs Herceg Novi boni.m@t-com.me 382 69 054 354 Mapping  Travel Agency 

15 Office Vega SMEs Herceg Novi vega_baosic@yahoo.com 382 31 321 726 Mapping  Travel Agency 

16 Office BokaTurist SMEs Herceg Novi office@bokaturist.com 382 31 684 674 Mapping  Travel Agency 

17 Budimir 
Backovic  

Montagna Travel SMEs Niksic montagnabb@gmail.com  38267888887 
38269032701 

Mapping  Travel Agency 

18 Office MonteSol Travel SMEs  Podgorica montesoltravel.me@gmail.com 382 20 231 217 Mapping  Travel Agency 

19 Office Gulliver SMEs  Podgorica info@gulliver.me  382 68 750 572 
382 67 646 100 

Mapping  Travel Agency 

mailto:info@montenegroholiday.com
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20 Office Congress Travel SMEs Podgorica info@congresstravel.me 382 20 228 410    Travel Agency 

21 Office Gallileo SMEs Podgorica  gallileo@t-com.me 382 20 229 550  Mapping  Travel Agency 

22 Gordana 
Krcnuović 

Herceg fest Local Public 
Authority 

Herceg Novi  jukhercegfest@gmail.com 
 

Networking   

23   Restaurants              

24 Office GradskaKafana - CitY 
Tavern 

SMEs Herceg Novi  office@gradskakafana.me 0 33 466 223  Mapping  Restaurants  

25 Željko Pajović Bife Beograd SMEs Herceg Novi  zeljkopajovic@gmail.com 382 20 228 410  Research Restaurants  

  Office  Kafana Stara Kuća SMEs Herceg Noi .. 38231340717 Mapping  Restaurants  

26 Office KonobaKruso/tavern SMEs Herceg Novi  kruso@t-com.me 
 

Mapping  Restaurants  

27 Office Peoples beach  bar  SMEs Herceg Novi  cvorovic71@yahoo.com 382 20 229 551  Mapping  Restaurants  

28 Office Forte Pizza SMEs Herceg Novi    382 67 080 880  Mapping  Restaurants  

29 Office Restoran ORO DI 
TERRA  

SMEs Herceg Novi  max.67mne@gmail.com 382 20 229 590 Mapping  Restaurants  

30 Office Feral Tavern  SMEs Herceg Novi  davorzivanic@gmail.com 382 20 229 591 Mapping  Restaurants  

32 Office PIC Nic SMEs Herceg Novi  pic-nic@t-com.me 031 323 072 
031 322 098  

Mapping  Restaurants  

33 Nikola Koćalo Restoran Papagaj  SMEs Herceg Novi  info@papagaj.me   Research Restaurants  

34 Office  Forte Rose Resort  SMEs Herceg Novi  info.forterose@gmail.com 382 31 324 067 Mapping  Restaurants  

36 Office D.O.O. Linea vez  SMEs  Herceg Novi  lineavez@gmail.com  382/67/887755 
382/31/323238 

Research   

37 Office Knjižara Sol SMEs Herceg Novi  
 

  Mapping    

38 Office  LegnoLux SMEs Herceg Novi  info@drveniprozori.me 382 31 325 404 
382 68 146 109  

Mapping    

39   Hotels SMEs           

40 Office  Hunguest hotel sun 
resort 

SMEs Herceg Novi    382 31 322 232 
382 69 
0470127  

Mapping    

41 Office  Hotel Play Igalo SMEs Herceg Novi   hotelplaysport@gmail.com       

42 Office  Institut Igalo spa SMEs Herceg Novi  marketing@igalospa.com  382 31 345 744 
382 67 662 100 

  Hotels 

43 Office  Hotel Lighthouse SMEs Herceg Novi  recepcijalighthouse@gmail.com  031 674 200 Networking Hotels 

44 Office  Apart hotel Sun 
village  

SMEs Herceg Novi  info@sunvillage.me   Mapping  Hotels 

45 Office  Guest house 
vilaAleksandar 

SMEs Herceg Novi  hotel.aleksandar@t-com.me  067 377 311 Mapping  Hotels 

mailto:lineavez@gmail.com
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46 Office  Hotel Perla SMEs Herceg Novi   hotel@perla.me +382 69 564 
657+382 69 
346 803 / Viber 

Research Hotels 

47 Office  Delfin SMEs Herceg Novi  office@hoteldelfin.me +382 (0) 31 345 
070 

Mapping  Hotels 

48 Office  Hotel kredo SMEs Herceg Novi  info@hotelkredo.me   Mapping  Hotels 

49   CSOs   Herceg Novi          

50 Nataša 
Dendić 

NVO Urban Nova  CSO Herceg Novi  urbannova.mne@gmail.com 069 319 899 Research   

51 Office  NVO Zlatne niti  CSO  Herceg Novi  mira.krula@gmail.com 067 539 867 Research   

52 Vedran Krnić NVO OKC  CSO Herceg Novi  okcentar.hn@gmail.com 069 619 827 Research   

53 Milina 
Kopvačević  

NVO RUKE CSO  Herceg Novi  info@ruke.me 068 059 138 
067 281 322 

Research   

54 Vidak Grubač  NVO Sunčev zrak CSO Herceg Novi  suncevzrak@t-com.me 031 331 516 Research   

55 Romana 
Jeknić 

NVO Novska 
Kredenca  

CSO Herceg Novi  romanajeknic1@gmail.com  38269190966 Reasearch   

56  Marina 
Vujičić 

Association of Youth 
with Disabilities of 
Montenegro 

CSO Montenegro  umhcg@t-com.me 
office@umhcg.com 

382 (0)20 265 
650 
382 (0)67 801 
761 
382 (0)69 385 
981 

    

57 Vesna 
Odalović 

NVO Nova Šansa u 
Novom  

CSO Herceg Novi  vulcan@t-com.me  031 321 136 
067 261 703 

Research   

58 Boris Šuberić  Pasara Arts&Crafts 
d.o.o 

SMEs HERceg 
Novi  

pasaradoo@gmail.com  38269346500 Networking and research    

59 Dragica Kosic  Ikon Studio Kosic CSO/SME Herceg Novi  iconstudiokosic@gmail.com  38268543669 Research   

60 Office Sailing Club Jugole 
Grakalic 

SMEs Herceg Novi  jugolegrakalic@t-com.me  ....     

61   Local Public 
Authorities and 
experts 

        Networking   

63   Mayor Office  Local Public 
Authority 

Herceg Novi   kabinet@hercegnovi.me 382 31 321 564 Networking and research    

64 Ana Zambelić 
Pištalo  

Culture Secreatriate Local Public 
Authority 

Herceg Novi ana.zambelic.pistalo@hercegnovi.me    Networking and research    

mailto:romanajeknic1@gmail.com
mailto:pasaradoo@gmail.com
mailto:iconstudiokosic@gmail.com
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65 Jovan Subotić Culture Secreatriate Local Public 
Authority 

Herceg Novi  jovan.subotic@hercegnovi.me    Networking and research    

66 Aleksandra 
Petronijević 

Tour Guides' 
Association 

Expert  Montenegro  aleka@t-com.me  38269630063 Networking and research    

67 Vladimir 
Roganović 

dr.sci Andricolog Expert  Herceg Novi  roganovicvladimir@gmail.com    Networking and research    

68 Jasna Maslan JU Gradska 
biblioteka i čitaonica 
HN 

Local Public 
Authority 

Herceg Novi  biblhn@t-com.me 38231321900 Networking and research    

69 Jovanka 
Veljović 

Muzička škola  Local Public 
Authority 

Herceg Novi  skola@somo-hn.edu.me  +382 31 323 
779 

Networking   

70 Slavica 
Božović 

Museums and 
Galleries of Herceg 
Novi  

Local Public 
Authority 

Herceg Novi  info.mighn@gmail.com  38267649226 Networking and research    

71 Nenad Šerović Homeland Museum 
Mirko Komnenović 

Local Public 
Authority 

Herceg Novi  same as above 38268829972 Networking and research    

72 Jasmina Žitnik  Galerija „Josip Bepo 
Benković“ 

Local Public 
Authority 

Herceg Novi  galerijahn@t-com.me 38231 324 051 Networking   

73 Čedomir 
Đurišić 

Museum of Old 
Captain 
Sturmberger  

Local Public 
Authority 

Baošići   38267649226 Networking and research  Custos 

74 Miloš 
Mračević 

SWC Jadran  Local Public 
Authority 

Herceg Novi pvkjadran@t-com.me  382322406 Networking and research  Sport Club  

75 Alen Filipović Tito's Villa  Expert  Herceg Novi  mawerick.fa@gmail.com  38269544194    
38268017482 

Networking and research  Guide  

76 Saša Kulinović Historical Paths 
Guide/expert 

expert  Herceg Novi    38269603389 Research  Guide 

77 Željko 
Starčević 

Orjen Protection 
Agency 

Local Public 
Authority 

Herceg Novi  star@t-com.me  38269360803 Research   

78 Office  Turistička 
organizacija Herceg 
Novi 

Local Public 
Authority 

Herceg Novi  info@hercegnovi.travel 031 322 080 Networking   

79 Office  Autobuska stanica 
Herceg Novi 

Public 
Service 
provider 

Herceg Novi busstationhercegnovi@gmail.com 38231 350 820 Networking   

80 Office  Morsko dobro  Public 
service 
provider  

Herceg Novi  jpmdcg@t-com.me 38231 321 225 Networking   

  Office  University Donja 
Goraica  

Universities  Podgorica         

mailto:jovan.subotic@hercegnovi.me
mailto:aleka@t-com.me
mailto:roganovicvladimir@gmail.com
mailto:skola@somo-hn.edu.me
mailto:info.mighn@gmail.com
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81 Office Faculty  for Business 
Management 
Herceg Novi  

Universities Herceg Novi      Networking and research    

82 Orthdox 
church 

  Religious 
Organization  

      Work on accessibility Guide   

83 Muslim 
Community  

  Religious 
Organization  

      Work on accessibility Guide   

84 Catholic 
Churc  

  Religious 
Organization  

      Work on accessibility Guide   
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Stakeholder Database of Co.Co.Tour Project in Albania

1 Mihal Dhimojani San Marco beach bar Other Himara 697994523 Interest Groups / Networks
2 Lefter Gjergji Taverna Lefteri Other Himara 692683730 Interest Groups / Networks
3 Erion Beleri Coffee bar & sweets Iceland Other Himara 696450422 Interest Groups / Networks
4 Vasil Lapa Taverna Bejke e bardhe Other Himara 692141076 Interest Groups / Networks
5 Arjan Stoli Taverna Stolis Other Himara 674103828 Interest Groups / Networks
6 Sofia Çanaj Down Town Hostel Other Himara https://himaradowntownhostel.business.site/696289395 Interest Groups / Networks
7 Jani Gjoka Hotel Frida Other Himara https://hotelfrida.business.site/ 692753749 Interest Groups / Networks
8 Kriseida Goro Bar kafe Himara 1928 Other Himara 674971521 Interest Groups / Networks
9 Kristo Cipa B&B Cipa Other Himara kristo_cipa@hotmail.com 692610859 Interest Groups / Networks

10 Petraq Neranxi Boat The great Chimera Other Himara 694439297 Interest Groups / Networks
11 Ilir Vongli Stadium Other Himara 693338904 Interest Groups / Networks

Co.Co.Tour Project / Database / List of stakeholders & network Albania 

Nr
Full name of 

contact person
Name of Institution / 
Organisation/SME 

Sector Location Contact E-mail Telephone
Method in which the 

contact was reached?

12 Amarildo Bollano Amarildo Apartaments Other Himara 682829847 Interest Groups / Networks
13 Helena Konomi Virona Rooms Other Himara 699267451 Interest Groups / Networks
14 Viron Konomi Tavern Viron Other Himara 696895855 Interest Groups / Networks
15 Petro Dhima Restorant Prinos Other Himara 699892109 Interest Groups / Networks
16 Arsid Mema Fast Food "Pita Love" Other Himara arsid.mema27@gmail.com 699602185 Interest Groups / Networks
17 Said Mema "Fiesta" Piceri&Plazh Other Himara 966140228 Interest Groups / Networks
18 Dhimiter Koka Restorant Dhimiter Other Himara 673639907 Interest Groups / Networks
19 Llambro Qirici Beach Bar Mumbas Other Himara lambroqirici@icloud.com 696440838 Interest Groups / Networks
20 Adriatik Selami Oazi Blue Other Himara blu_oasi@yahoo.it 694327605 Interest Groups / Networks
21 Katina Beleri Polifonya Interest Groups / Networks Himara katinabeleri@gmail.com 694043932 Mapping PoI
22 Laert Mezani Economic Office Himara Municipality Himara mezanilaert@gmail.com 699812148 Mapping PoI/community tourism
23 Andrea Neranxi Himara Water Taxi Other Himara watertaxitatos@gmail.com 692854666 Interest Groups / Networks
24 Aleksander Cipa Journalist Nati/Interna Journalist Himara aleksandercipa@gmail.com 682015009 Mapping PoI/Avatar
25 Lefter Cipa Immaterial Heritage Interest Groups / Networks Himara 682015009 Mapping PoI
26 Blerina Bala Economic Office Himara Municipality Himara belabala10@gmail.com 693465270 Mapping PoI
27 Armando Andoni Tour Operator Interest Groups Himara 693872060 Mapping PoI/community tourism
28 Aleks  Marko Administrator Interest Groups Himara 692435471 Mapping PoI
29 Uran Dulaj Himara Municipality Interest Groups / Networks Himara 698575146 Mapping PoI
30 Arestidh Goro Himara Municipality Interest Groups / Networks Himara 672036959 Mapping PoI
31 Vasil Doko Resident Interest Groups / Networks Himara dokovasil@gmail.com 693846535 Interest Groups / Networks
32 Amelia Konomi Taverna Viron Interest Groups / Networks Himara 697814210 Interest Groups / Networks
33 Genti Stratoberdha Himara Municipality Interest Groups / Networks Himara g.stratoberdha@yahoo.com 692083502 Mapping PoI 

The project is co-financed by the European Union under the Instrument for Pre –Accession Assistance (IPA III), Interreg IPA Cross Border Cooperation Italy – Albania – Montenegro. 
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34 Irina Lloi Himara Municipality Interest Groups / Networks Himara 699665443 Networks
35 Aristidh Goro Himara Municipality Interest Groups / Networks Himara 672036959 Networks
36 Theodhor Mai Resident Interest Groups / Networks Dhermi theomai@gmail.com 693540137 Interest Groups / Networks
37 Virada Bollano Resident Interest Groups / Networks Himare 698349429 Interest Groups / Networks
38 Mihal Daluci Resident Interest Groups / Networks Palase 682451911 Interest Groups / Networks
39 Kristaq Gjorgi Resident Interest Groups / Networks Dhermi 697917085 Interest Groups / Networks
40 Fisherman Resident Interest Groups / Networks Himara 697773427 Interest Groups / Networks
41 Dhimosen Kokuri Resident Interest Groups / Networks Palase 694778559 Interest Groups / Networks
42 Odise Dhimolea Administrator Interest Groups / Networks Palase 693449991 Interest Groups / Networks
43 Leko Marko Administrator Interest Groups / Networks Dhermi 692435471 Interest Groups / Networks43 Leko Marko Administrator Interest Groups / Networks Dhermi 692435471 Interest Groups / Networks
44 Dritan Bala Administrator Interest Groups / Networks Pilur 694400008 Interest Groups / Networks
45 Sejmen Gjokoli Qendra Kulturore AULONA Civil Society Organisations/NGOVlora sgjokoli54@yahoo.com 682052500 Interest Groups / Networks
46 Panajot Residet Fisherman Himare 692896295 Interest Groups / Networks
47 Enrik Mehmeti News-24, Union Jurnalist Vlore/Albania enrik_mehmeti@yahoo.it 682041111 Networks
48 Liljana Kacabonaj Resident Interest Groups / Networks Himara 675775516 Networks
49 Jorgo Skura Olive Oil "Skura" SMEs Himare 694872593 Interest Groups / Networks
50 Simo Ribaj Green Vision Civil Society /NGO Vlora greenvisionvlore@gmail.com 692387089 Interest Groups / Networks

The project is co-financed by the European Union under the Instrument for Pre –Accession Assistance (IPA III), Interreg IPA Cross Border Cooperation Italy – Albania – Montenegro. 


	DT 2.2.1 Web Port Platform updated, efficient and accessible Version Final
	Materials From Montenegrin Partners to update the Web Port platforme
	1. Introduction
	3. Fortresses of Herceg Novi
	Massive silent, but vivid witnesses of rich history and culture and significant geo- strategic position of Herceg Novi are its fortresses that were build during the centuries or the development of this town.  If the visitor wants to know more about th...
	Spagnola – Spanish Fortress is located on one of the high hills in Herceg Novi, at 170 meters above sea level. The hill on the top of which the fortress was built is called Bajer.
	The fortress is located in the northeastern  part of the Old Town of Herceg Novi, near the main highway along the coast and which connects many cities in Greece, Albania, Montenegro, Bosnia and Croatia.
	Outside the bastion looks very impressive and although there is almost nothing left inside the fortress, it is definitely worth a visit. In addition to the amazing view of the surroundings, the fortress can offer a kind of journey into the past. Here ...
	The owners of the city  in just one year (1538-1539) managed to found this fortress (1538) and began to build, and the final and inaccessible form was created by the Ottoman Empire.
	Forte Mare  – The Sea fortress is located on the rocks in the southern part of the old town of Herceg Novi near the main city port of Herceg Novi, along the coast of the Bay of Kotor. Legend says  that the first stone was laid here in the late 14th ce...
	The monument to the king is located on the promenade opposite the fortress. The fortress has been renovated many times and is very different from its original appearance. Until the 18th century, the fortress was called a Jaka kula or ,, Kula Abaspaše”...
	In 1952 a theater and an entrance for tourists were built on the territory of the fortress. Later, concerts of various stars began to be held. Now, fortress is a famous tourist attraction. From the upper floor there is a beautiful panoramic view of th...
	The Sea fortress is a symbol of the city of Herceg Novi and a historical landmark of Montenegro.
	Kanli kula fortress is a fortress from the Turkish period. Today, it has been turned into an open stage and tourist attraction . Especially interesting is the cistern that has been turned into a prison cell with numerous drawings on the walls.


